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Abstract— Cryptography, the scheme of information stashing and verification, entirely deals with protocols, algorithms and strategies
to ensure the precise security facility of the signal consistently by hindering unauthorized access to the confidential information.
Albeit in most of the encryption schemes, certain impediments are faced by the service providers such as the expansion of required
bandwidth, the fragile encryption technique, the consumption of maximum bandwidth in security purpose, less priority to
improvement of SNR of the system, the complexity in decryption and so forth. This paper illustrates the SNR enhancement &
bandwidth optimization technique in security purpose using PCM- DSSS sample by sample encryption scheme. For this purpose,
after sampling of a signal, simple mathematical operation is performed in each sample with a time varying arbitrary weights. This
arbitrary weight can be obtained from D/A conversion of pseudo noise sequence. Since the bandwidth consumption in security
purpose can be minimized in this scheme, a significant portion of unused bandwidth can be used to improve the SNR of the system by
reducing quantization noise of encrypted samples. By the same token, the possibility of SNR improvement is demonstrated by
reckoning the quantization noise while introducing additional quantization step.
Keywords— Encryption; Bandwidth; SNR; SQR.

noise code in this purpose. The idea behind the SS is to use
more bandwidth than the original message while keeping the
signal power the same. An SS signal does not have a
precisely distinguishable peak in the spectrum. This makes
the signal much more enigmatic to figure out from noise and,
therefore, more difficult to jam or interrupt. There are two
predominant techniques to spread the spectrum: i) Frequency
hopping (FH), ii) Direct sequence (DS).

I. INTRODUCTION
Encryption, the process of encoding messages (or
information), is the way to keep data unreadable to the
eavesdroppers or hackers, but still readable to the authorized
parties. In an encryption scheme, the message or information
is encrypted using an encryption algorithm, turning it into an
unreadable format. This process is usually accomplished
with the use of an encryption algorithm which specifies how
the message is to be encoded. On the contrary, an authorized
party, however, is able to decode the message or information
using a decryption algorithm. Some modern techniques to
accelerate communication speed and improve the bandwidth
facilities are studied and referred to enhance the overall
quality of the communication security [1-8]. In this course,
Spread Spectrum (SS), the strategy primitively developed for
the non-civil-military purposes, is an art to provide
consistently the secure communication by spreading out the
signal over a large frequency band. In a nutshell, SS
Occupies a bandwidth that is much larger than the minimum
bandwidth (1/2T) required transmitting a data sequence. In
fewer words, the spectrum is spread by means of a pseudo-

A. DSSS bit generation
The DSSS modulation is very convenient and lucrative
technique to attain the secure communication, principally,
because of its intransigence to interference and minimal
probability of detection [9]. In DSSS Scheme, the rapid
phase transition of data engaged it within larger bandwidth.
Since the time span of a signal gets shorter (or data rate
increases), the bandwidth of the signal augments in a similar
fashion [10]. DSSS modulation multiplies the data bit rate
when transmitting the original signal as a "noise" signal.
Literally, this noise signal is a pseudorandom sequence of 1
and −1 values at a frequency much greater than that of the
original signal. The DSSS encoded bit pattern and expansion
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its representative samples if it is sampled at minimum twice
of the maximum frequency regarding the interest. Satisfying
the Nyquist theorem, the typical telecommunication system
is designed at worldwide standard of 8 kHz sampling, since
all voice signals are band-limited to 4 kHz.

of signal in required transmission bandwidth are depicted in
Fig. 1.

2) Quantizing & Encoding
The samples still illustrate the voice signal in discrete
time valued analog pattern. For precise digital representation,
two additional steps are required. The first following step is
quantization, where each sample is assigned by some
specific quantizing interval. Therefore, the output of the
quantizer is titled as the discrete time – discrete valued
signal or simply as digital signal [11]. The second phase of
the conversion process to obtain binary PCM data for
transmission involves the encoding of the 256 quantizing
intervals assigned to individual PAM samples in 8-bit binary
words (7 data bits and 1 sign bit).

(a)

(b)
Fig.1: a) DSSS encoded bit, b) spreading in transmission bandwidth.

3)

Quantization Noise & SQR

The error introduced in the signal due to the inefficiency
of quantization process is called Quantization error. It can be
denoted mathematically by
ϵ = Xq(nTs) - X(nTs)
(1)

B. DSSS in voice transmission
Audio signal is analog valued, like all other naturally
demonstrated signal, irregular in pattern, and can’t be
characterized by particular mathematical model or
expression. It is transmitted in the form of digital sequence
by performing three precise steps- sampling, quantizing and
encoding. These three specific operations on an analog
signal in a single scheme are generally cognized as Pulse
Code Modulation (PCM). In order to assure user immune
communication, DSSS encoding is relied upon PCM bit
pattern. The entire procedure is illustrated in Fig. 2.

Let, an input signal has amplitude in the range of – Xmax to
Xmax. The total amplitude range is 2 Xmax. If ‘v’ bit is used to
represent every sample, then total quantization level q is
related by, q=2v. And quantization step is denoted as, Δ=
2Xmax / 2v. The quantization noise power Nq = Δ2/12 [12].
Now, the signal to quantization noise ratio is given as:
=

=

(2)

From the above mathematical alliance, it is very obvious
to point out that, if the number of bits to represent each
sample (v) is increased, a significant diminution in
quantization noise as well as improvement in signal to noise
ratio (SNR) can be demonstrated.
C. DSSS data rate
In DSSS scheme, each of PCM bits is represented by
several bits to assure explicit security that provides jamming.
Hence, the data rate of DSSS depends entirely on the PCM
data rate and the spreading factor. In conventional voice
telephony, standard PCM consumes 8 KHz of sampling
frequency and 8 bits of encoder that results a data rate of 64
kilo-bit per second. Consequently, the DSSS data rate is M
times higher than 64 Kbps. Therefore, a 10 bit spreading
code spreads the signal across a frequency band that is 10
times greater than PCM code. The more the bit is used to
represent each binary data bit, the more the security of the
SS scheme can be demonstrated. At the same time, on the

Fig.2: DSSS encoding scheme for voice signal.

1) Sampling
The conversion of an analog voice signal into a digitized
pulse train is initiated with regular sampling of the audio
signal at uniform intervals. These periodic spells are
determined by the conventional Nyquist Sampling Theorem.
It delineates the probability to reconstruct the sampled signal
such that any signal may be successfully re-constructed from
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The samples can easily be modified into a different pattern
from which it is possible to return back to the origin for the
authorized receiver. The encrypted sample pattern can be
obtained using an appropriate algorithmic approach. After
quantizing and encoding these encrypted samples, a bit
pattern will be obtained which is quite different from the
original bit pattern. The signal samples can be modified by
simple mathematical operations such as addition, subtraction,
multiplication, division sequentially over a finite period with
arbitrary weights. The weights may be either constant [16] or
continuously varying over the entire range of encryption. In
the meantime, varying arbitrary weight can also be generated
by the pseudo noise generator and D/A converter of fixed
length bit stream [18].
If the full scale and the quantization steps or the number
of bits to represent each level is permitted as equivalent as
binary PCM, then the total number of encrypted bits will be
as invariable as the original binary PCM signal. So, it is
evident that the signal will be encrypted, but the total
number of bits will remain unchanged. In brief, the sample
by sample encryption scheme spends zero bandwidth in
security purpose. The generalized steps of the sample by
sample encryption scheme are depicted in Fig. 3.

contrary, it increases the total number of bits to be
transmitted over the communication channel.
D. Limitations of conventional DSSS scheme
It is a common concern that all practical communication
channels are band limited. The required channel bandwidth
and bit rate of any binary sequence are directly proportional
to each other [13]. In order to ensure reliable data
transmission, the minimum channel bandwidth required
should be half of the bit rate. So, transmission bandwidth
required in DSSS is “M” times higher than the original
binary signal obtained from the PCM. The cardinal objective
of DSSS scheme is to provide a high level confidentiality,
integrity, and authenticity for the transmission of signal
exchanged over networks. But, it consumes the major
portion of channel bandwidth in security purpose.
Consequently, it diminishes the scope of facilitating more
users in a particular communication channel.
Again, PCM signal deteriorates from quantization noise
due to the usage of q-level quantizer. Hence, signal to
quantization noise ratio (SQR) is considered as a substantial
factor in voice telephony. SQR can be enhanced by
increasing the quantization level. On the other hand,
expansion of encoding bit raises the PCM as well as DSSS
data rate that results in a larger bandwidth requirement.
According to Shannon’s second theorem, commonly known
as noisy channel coding theorem, it is evident that for
reliable data communication over a noisy channel data rate
must be less than the channel capacity [17]. Where, capacity
(C) of any channel depends on signal to noise ratio of the
signal to be transmitted over the channel. The mathematical
relationship between channel capacity and SNR can be
related as C = log (1+ SNR). Therefore, by improving SNR,
capacity as well as transmission rate over the noisy channel
can be augmented.

Fig.3: Block diagram of sample by sample encryption scheme.

B. SNR Improvement
From the above discussion, it is very evident that the
encryption of samples doesn’t consume a single portion of
allocated bandwidth in security purpose. Hence, this
conserves a large amount of bandwidth compared to the
DSSS. In DSSS scheme of spreading factor 5, security
purpose adopts a data rate of 256 Kbps to implement the
encryption policy. But, using PCM-DSSS sample by sample
encryption scheme, it spares 256 Kbps data rate as well as a
bandwidth of 128 KHz. Now, this stored data rate can be
utilized in SNR improvement, more accurately in SQR
improvement function, by curtailing quantization noise
where additional bit will be used to represent each encrypted
sample. According to the conventional PCM theorem, each
additional bit in encoder adopts 8 Kbps data rate while
enhances 6 dB of SQR as well as SNR. From this
indubitable argument, it is obvious that PCM-DSSS sample
by sample spares 256 kbps of the data rate that may spend in
security purpose. Now, this managed data rate can be
utilized in SNR improvement. Hence, one or more bit can be
added in encoding. The proposed modified method of PCMDSSS scheme for SNR improvement and bandwidth
optimization is figured out in Fig. 4.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
In the era of modern digital world, the question of data
security, like the other salient issues in communication
engineering, gets notable priority to the service provider by
reason of the expeditious advancement of digital
communications and networking technologies. To illustrate,
the data protection methodology is inherently involved with
the cryptographic primitives for secure data transmission and
reception by assuming that both sides must trust each other.
DSSS is a well-known and widely practiced cryptographic
standard since 1980. But, at the movement of advances, this
method experiences certain disadvantages of promoting
limited scope to facilitate user over any communication
channel having fixed bandwidth. Besides, it produces
significant quantization error due to the limited quantizing
step of PCM.
A. Bandwidth optimization
The conventional DSSS scheme operates bit by bit
encryption, which augments the total transmission
bandwidth. The complication for undesired enhancement of
bandwidth in DSSS scheme can be solved exclusively by
introducing novel sample by sample encryption technique
[14-15]. In this scheme, the voice signal undergoes through
sample by sample encryption instead of bit by bit encryption.
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scheme for our proposed SNR improvement technique. A
typical 8 discrete samples and their PCM bits are depicted in
Fig. 5. The PCM bit in serial transfer will be
001001010100101101110101. Hence, quantization noise
power (Δ2/12) is -22.83 dB.

Fig.4: Modified PCM-DSSS scheme for SNR improvement.

Here, K represents the number of additional bits applied
to SNR improvement purpose. The larger the value of K, the
more the SNR will be enhanced. Therefore, Data rate can be
compressed significantly by using these techniques.
III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
This section demonstrates the numerical validation and
observation. The conventional PCM has a data rate of 64
Kbps that demands a transmission bandwidth of 32 KHz. In
this paper, a modified PCM-DSSS sample by sample
encryption technique is proposed that suggests encoding of
every sample with an encoding subsystem of more than 8
bits to revamp the signal to quantization noise ratio. Since
the pictorial representation of 8 bit or more than 8 bit
encoder is rarely possible, the mathematical validation of
PCM-DSSS scheme for SNR improvement by rigorous
calculation of data rate, transmission bandwidth and
allocation of voice channel for any communication channel
of fixed bandwidth can be a reasonable alternative to verify
our assertion.

Fig. 5: 3 bit PCM coding.

Now, let the signal be encrypted using a repetition of 4
samples while operators are chosen in the sequence of
division (/), subtraction (-), multiplication (*) and addition (+)
with a fixed arbitrary weights of 0.73, 0.49, -0.72 and 0.31
according to the methodology described in [8].

A. Bandwidth optimization
Assume, DSSS scheme having a spreading factor of 5 is
applied to conventional PCM scheme and it generates a data
rate of 320 Kbps that requires a bandwidth of 160 KHz.
Though protection of information over the communication
channel is very much challenging, the imprudent
consumption of valuable bandwidth is surely undesirable. In
brief, the sample by sample encryption scheme conserves the
bandwidth of 128 KHz. Now, the extent of conserved
bandwidth can be introduced as the scope of SNR
improvement. If we apply 10 bit encoder, then required
transmission bandwidth will be 40 KHz. It is 8 KHz higher
than standard PCM scheme, but 120 KHz lower than DSSS.
In the meanwhile 12 dB of SNR will be enhanced.
This recommended scheme can bolster more number of
voice channel utilization. Suppose, for any communication
channel having a bandwidth of 5 MHz, DSSS scheme
(spreading factor 5) accommodates 31 voice channels while
the modified 10 bit PCM-DSSS will accommodate 125. This
comparison bolsters the endeavour of cost effective
approach of this proposed scheme. In this discussion, to keep
the theory and its justification simple, a DSSS scheme is
assumed to have spreading factor of 5. But, in practical
application more spreading ranges are widely used. The
proposed scheme could be absolutely effective while
spreading factor is equal or more than 2.
B. SNR improvement
Possibility of SNR improvement using PCM-DSSS
sample by sample encryption technique is illustrated by
speculating 3 bit encoder as standard and 4 bit encoding

Fig. 6: Encrypted samples of 3 bit encoding scheme.
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and 4 bits of standard PCM, 5 bit DSSS and 10 bit PCMDSSS respectively.

The encrypted samples are demonstrated in Fig.6 [10].
Consequently, after applying encryption technique, the bit
streams are readily found as 011101001100110010100101,
which is completely different from the original one which
validates efficacy of the encryption of samples. It produces
the same noise contribution (-22.83 dB) as the original one.
In this standpoint, more than 3 bit encoding scheme is to be
introduced to scale down the quantization noise. Four bit
encoding scheme for SNR improvement of encrypted signal
are illustrated in Fig. 7.

Fig.8: Comparison of bits corrupted by channel noise.

IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a mere adjustment in PCM-DSSS sample by
sample encryption technique is illustrated to introduce the
possibility of SNR improvement, reduction of probability of
bit error by utilizing more the data rate/bandwidth in
encoding subsystem available due to the selection of sample
by sample encryption rather than conventional DSSS. The
proposed scheme is much cost effective in the aspect of the
voice channel allocation. The sample by sample encryption
scheme assures strong security by providing a wide range
opportunity of varying security parameters. Beside those,
this recommended proposal adds another security parameter;
K number of additional bits participates in SNR
improvement purpose. The larger the value of K is, the more
the SNR will be enhanced in the acceptable range. Though
several uncomplicated theory based numeric enumerations
and pictorial representations are illustrated, it is very evident
that modified PCM-DSSS scheme can improve the SNR and
optimize the bandwidth by allowing additional bits in
encoding subsystem. Besides that, some modern techniques
to accelerate communication speed and improve the
bandwidth facilities are studied and referred to enhance the
overall quality of this proposal.

Fig. 7: Encrypted samples of 4 bit encoding scheme.

Now,
the
adjusted
bit
sequences
are
01111011001010101110010110101101
and
the
demonstrated noise power is 28.85 dB. A significant
attribute is investigated that any change in encoding scheme
i.e. change in number of bits to represent every sample will
result in a notable change in bit pattern. Though sample by
sample encryption scheme spares a considerable amount
data rate, it is fairly possible to choose a random number of
additional bits (K) in SNR improvement purpose. Since
different values of K will result in different bit sequences, so
it is very appreciable to inspect it as an additional security
parameter in sample by sample encryption scheme to keep
the confidential information more enigmatic to pick upon it
for the eavesdroppers.
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